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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the scope and intent of the Post-conflict Reconstruction (PCR) Project
presently being conducted by the Program on the Role of American Military Power (RAMP).
It focuses on the role of metrics, measures, standards and indicators in reconstruction efforts
following a violent conflict. The paper outlines the central challenges in identifying
appropriate metrics, measures, standards, and indicators (MMSI), the reasons for doing so,
and lays out RAMP‘s approach to further pursuing this topic. Annexes contain a Post-conflict
Reconstruction Task Matrix (Annex A) and information on the PCR task database ( Annex
B). Finally, the paper presents its thesis that the ―end-state‖ envisioned, and Measures of
Success (MOS) are particular to each actor/organization. Consequently, a variety of end-state
visions and interpretations of ―success‖ exist; and this is acceptable. However, significant
problems arise when one organization‘s end-state is achieved and other organizations are not
prepared or willing to undertake responsibility for the follow-on tasks. Likewise, differences
in perceived transition points can cause overlaps of responsibilities and as a result, ―turf
battles.‖
This thesis is the product of conclusions drawn from RAMP‘s review of existing work on
metrics, measures, standards and indicators, and post-conflict reconstruction. It is the basis of
RAMP‘s approach to continuing work on the subject of MMSI and PCR.
The methodology of the research supporting the project is on-going analysis of case
research and lessons learned literature from international intervention in post-conflict
environments. In order to document and analyze the abundance of material on this subject,
RAMP developed a database focused on organization and categorization of tasks. The
database allows users to sort information based on tasks, actor(s) performing the tasks,
recommendations, and a variety of other criteria. It enables users to identify trends, gaps, and
recommendations that relate to post-conflict reconstruction tasks. It is structured to
complement the PCR Framework for the Prevention of the Re-emergence of Violence. This
framework includes a task matrix that RAMP assembled after an extensive review of existing
unclassified literature from both civilian and military actors. Sources include After Action
Reports, International Organization and civilian government agency progress reports, as well
as studies and academic evaluations of post-conflict reconstruction activities. Emphasis is on
lessons learned and best practices.
This paper focuses on the next step in developing the PCR matrix to provide a useful tool
for policy-makers and practitioners alike: to establish task-MMSI pairings. The primary areas
of inquiry are:
1. Development of a methodology for assigning values to tasks.
2. Defining metrics, measures, standards and indicators.
3. Reconciling competing definitions for these terms.
4. Developing consensus on task-MMSI pairings.
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5. Defining the relationship between MMSI, and the hand-off of activities from
one actor to another.
Research has shown that overall mission failure is often the result of inadequate attention
paid to intra-organizational definitions of task success and the transition to accomplishing or
handing off tasks to other organizations.
INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
After more than a decade of experience in interventions in intra-state conflict, the
international community remains unable to consistently establish the conditions necessary to
foster lasting stability in post-conflict situations. Despite significant investments of material,
human, and political resources, as well as military intervention, the international community
has failed to lay the groundwork for sustainable peace and stability in the wake of violent
conflict. Insufficient reconstruction capabilities among local actors, international institutions,
and various USG agencies has meant extended intervention and in many cases, the departure
of international actors before they have achieved sustainable conditions for minimum
sustainable state capability. In addition, although there is increasing international consensus
on the need for post-conflict reconstruction efforts to help prevent the re-emergence of
violence, no universally accepted framework exists to organize efforts, mobilize resources,
and coordinate operations on the ground.
With a decade of experience on which to draw, the time is ripe for re-examining
approaches to post-conflict reconstruction. As yet, no one has documented and analyzed this
abundance of empirical material in a comprehensive and systematic way. Consequently, no
accepted model exits for carrying out the set of tasks associated with international
interventions in the aftermath of conflict.
To address this gap, the Carnegie Commission for Preventing Deadly Conflict (CCPDC;
May 1994-December 1999) initiated the Post-conflict Reconstruction Project. Recognizing
that recent conflict has been more often rooted in the weakness of states and intra-state rather
than inter-state violence, and that the majority of conflicts that have challenged international
stability in the last decade have been not the emergence of a new conflict rooted in issues of
recent origin, but the renewal of conflict based on longstanding issues and the absence of the
foundation for sustainable peace and stability, the CCPDC began to investigate post-conflict
processes in an attempt to understand what has been lacking in the phases that follow a
violent conflict.
In an effort to respond to the demand for effective post-conflict reconstruction, the
CCPDC developed a draft Framework for Preventing the Re-emergence of Violence. This
framework establishes a task matrix for the post-conflict environment specifically. Upon the
conclusion of the Carnegie Commission for Preventing Deadly Conflict, the Association of
the United States Army‘s Program on the Role of American Military Power adopted this
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post-conflict reconstruction framework for further development. The intended final product is
a model for PCR with both theoretical and practical applications. RAMP‘s Post-Conflict
Reconstruction Project will recommend a set of actionable legislative and executive
strategies for international involvement in post-conflict reconstruction.
PCR METHODOLOGY
The foci of the framework are civil-military interactions and the hand-offs, from the military
actors to the civilian actors, and from the outsiders (the international interveners) to the
insiders. The ―Issue Areas,‖ Security, Well-being, and Justice, refer to the conditions that an
actor seeks to impact via various post-conflict reconstruction tasks. Rather than being
descriptive or prescriptive, they are output based. They categorize the conditions international
actors intend to change by their intervention.
•

―Security‖ refers to all aspects of public safety, in particular the establishment
of a safe and secure environment. Its characteristics include civilian control of
the military, transparent military budgets, and non-offensive force structures
and deployments, and blends into the coercive policing functions addressed in
―Justice.‖

•

―Well-being‖ addresses the essentials to life, to include the cultural, social,
and economic aspects of life. The characteristics related to Well-being are
increased production, social safety nets, stable financial markets, economic
opportunity, and open trading practices. The framework employs a broad
definition of ―Justice‖ to include building the institutions required for good
governance.
―Justice‖ therefore encompasses the elimination of extra-judicial killings,
human rights protection, the initiation of mechanisms to promote
accountability and rapid transition to law and order, the establishment of
indigenous justice systems, establishment of a robust civil society and political
processes that give ‗voice‘ to the population. It addresses accountability and
mechanisms to mitigate a pervasive sense of discrimination. Justice, broadly
defined, encompasses those notions of procedural fairness in conflict
resolution, political voice, and establishing and fulfilling distributive criteria.

•

The task matrix is designed to recognize the many needs of societies emerging from
violent conflict. The matrix, and the research methodology that supports the post-conflict
reconstruction framework, are designed to identify gaps between these needs, and the
capabilities of the international community to provide post-conflict societies with the tools to
address these needs and to establish durable peace and stability. The product of the research
endeavor will be to provide the international community with a systematically catalogued
collection of empirical and analytical material on and proposed strategies for effective postconflict reconstruction.
PCR DATABASE
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RAMP has developed a PCR database using MS Access as a platform. Its structure
corresponds to the PCR Framework. The skeleton of the database data is the task matrix.
Annex B contains a list of the 64 data fields for each record and representative screen prints.
The database is designed to provide information on the performance of PCR tasks. Users
can access the collection of assessments and recommendations regarding specific tasks, in
general or in the context of a particular complex humanitarian emergency. The database also
provides information on the factors that may have effected the performance of the task,
including who carried out the task, and under what conditions. The input fields are structured
to allow a user to identify both qualitative and quantitative trends, and to generate statistics.
MS Access queries juxtaposition specific sets of information (data sets) linked to specific
tasks or sets of tasks. In order to expand thinking about MMSI, the database includes a field
currently entitled ―Normalization Metric,‖ to capture references in the literature to a metric,
measure, standard or indicator attached to a particular task. The name of the field will most
likely change, as clearer definitions for ―metric,‖ the various ―measures,‖ ―standards‖ and
―indicators‖ are developed and refined. Until such definitions exist, this paper will refer to
this set of terms as ―MMSI.‖
THE NEXT STEP: CONTRIBUTION OF MMSI TO PCR
Although many task lists already exist, these lists and matrices tend to be
organization/agency-specific. Furthermore, while there have been efforts to attach MMSI to
these tasks, as yet there is no consensus on the definitions of the various types of metrics,
measures, standards and indicators. Operators must have a common lexicon in order to pair
tasks with the appropriate MMSI in a useful compendium. Because task-MMSI pairings,
where they exist, differ from task list to task list, the policy community needs consensus on
what constitutes appropriate MMSI for a particular task. Finally, values for particular MMSI
in a task-MMSI pairing may differ from organization to organization, depending upon actors‘
particular roles and objectives.
The RAMP study asserts that universally accepted values for MMSI would not always
exist, as each actor has its own end state. Actors and policymakers need to agree on criteria
and dimension of the MMSI associated with a particular task, but not on the level to be
achieved. To provide an example, actors should agreed that the MMSI for improved security
is ‗percentage drop in the number of crimes reported per month.‘ They need not agree on
what that percentage is. For the military actors such as UN-mandated peacekeepers, a 20%
decrease in reported crimes may be the level that signals successful achievement of their
mission to ―establish a safe and secure environment‖ while for the civilian police (civpol),
the percentage that marks their envisioned end-state is a 60% reduction. For a development
organization, this number may be 75%, at which point by its judgment, responsibility for
public security can be handed off to the local authorities.
The utility of MMSI, however, is to establish commonly understood markers for the
hand-off from one actor to the next, in other words, if not necessarily measurable, then
recognizable transition points. Using our example, that means that actors must agree that
civpol will take on the responsibilities and associated tasks for improving the security
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environment – as measured by decreasing numbers of reported crimes - when the number has
dropped by 20% from the time the military actors arrived. Likewise, the development
community must agree that it will take on responsibility for improving public security when
reported crimes have decreased in number by another 40%.
To that end, RAMP is examining the work that currently exists on metrics, measures,
standards and indicators, and seeks to apply this knowledge to the PCR Framework for the
Prevention of the Re-emergence of Violence. This work will culminate in a monograph that
will include:


Proposed definitions for MMSI terminology, to include: Standard vs. Indicator
vs. Metric vs. Measure of Effectiveness (MOE) vs. Measure of Performance
(MOP) vs. Measure of Success (MOS); and End-State.



A review of the existing body of work on PCR-related MMSI and an
accompanying bibliography of literature/sources.



An expansion of the PCR framework to task-MMSI pairings, derived from the
existing body of work on MMSI.

•

Identification of the major issues related to MMSI, and process of task-MMSI
pairing, in particular, what characterizes a meaningful MMSI?



Identification of the areas of non-consensus, and gaps (to include
‗meaningless measures‘) that exist in the overall body of work on PCR taskMMSI pairing;



Recommendations for further study.
DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

The intention of clarified definitions is to provide the international community —
practitioners and policy-makers alike — with universally accepted terminology for evaluating
and improving upon post-conflict reconstruction strategies and implementation. Clear
terminology is the first step towards identifying the requirements for successful post-conflict
reconstruction. This does not imply that there will necessarily be commonly agreed upon
values assigned to the various MMSI, since the characteristics of ‗end-state‘ are particular to
each actor/organization. The starting point therefore is to clarify what is meant by ―endstate.‖
END STATE: HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH?
There is a consensus in the international community that post-conflict reconstruction and
longer-term international development does not seek to make a Brussels out of a Mogadishu.
Of late, the question that has arisen with great frequency is: how much is enough? Moreover,
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a world of limited resources requires choices. Therefore the fundamental question when
analyzing/investigating the meaning of ―enough‖ is: when does [what conditions does one
want to exist when] one choose(s) to end one‘s involvement?
―Enough‖ has been alternatively called ―the End-state,‖ ―Normalization,‖ and ―Capable
State.‖ However these terms are not interchangeable. Without distinct definitions of ―Endstate,‖ ―Normalization,‖ and ―Capable state‖ there will continue to be confusion regarding
the intent of missions, and distribution of roles, both military and civilian.
Most uses of the term ―End-state‖ imply a strategic final state, the meaning and
characteristics of which are the same to all the actors involved. This is true of ‗capable state,‘
however the PCR definition of ―End-state‘ differs from the current use of the term in that
―sufficiency‖ is in the eye of the enabler. Consequently, the answer to ―How much is
enough?‖ is different for each actor. In practice, what is relevant to the intervening actors are
the ‗end states‘ that signal hand-offs – in effect, the transition points. A refined definition of
‗end state‘ is ‗that point at which a particular actor decides it has fulfilled its role; i.e., when it
is no longer required.‘
―Capable state‖ differs from end-state in that it is an objectively measurable condition. It
is not a preference. The characteristics of a capable state are the goals toward which assisting
nations and the host country work, but they not requirements. In the PCR Framework, these
characteristics fall into the three Issue Areas, Security, Well-being, and Justice.
Finally, ―Normalization‖ implies a steady state, as opposed to the dynamic conditions that
exist during and following a conflict. In the PCR framework, Normalization is defined as
―the point at which the post-war society no longer requires special arrangements or other
extraordinary measures, and processes of governance and economic activity are largely
functional on a self-determined and self-sustaining basis.‖ It could be more succinctly
defined as ―the point at which a capable state exists/has been achieved.‖ The goal in reaching
the normalization phase is to be in a sustainable equilibrium with a commensurate reduction
in conflict and violence such that state institutions are not threatened.
―Normalization‖ differs from the definition of a capable state in that Normalization is a
phase while, as mentioned above, Capable State is a phenomenon. Several post-conflict
phases precede it. The most immediate phase in the wake of a violent conflict is the point at
which actors must Create Space. It is that period of time in the immediate aftermath of active
hostilities when the focus is on mitigating the humanitarian emergency by stopping the
killing and the dying, in order to establish the initial conditions for post-conflict
reconstruction activities. In the Create Space phase, the goal is to buy time.
―Transformation‖ follows. Transformation is that period of time when efforts are focused
on transforming the circumstances from war-fighting to peace building, through the
establishment of a safe and secure environment, restoration of essential services and initiation
of mechanisms to reestablish law and order. The goal in the Transformation phase is to break
the cycle of violence.
The last phase before Normalization is Stabilization, the period required to make
irreversible the post-hostility progress toward restoring normal political, economic, and social
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life. Emphasis is on building the institutions to permit a return to normalcy. The goal in the
stabilization phases is to make the post-conflict reconstruction process irreversible.
Given our definition of end-state, end-state may not always be a capable state. For
military actors, end-state will be when it is no longer needed to maintain a safe and secure
environment. It may even be short of such conditions. With international civilian capable of
providing security and training the indigenous/local police, end state for a military actor may
be when the presence of military forces is no longer required to prevent
hostilities/belligerents from killing each other.
DEFINING MMSI
Thus far, no clear consensus exists as to the distinction between measures of performance,
measures of effectiveness, and measures of success. Current literature often uses the terms
―metric‖ and ―MOE‖ interchangeably. A clear definition of a ‗metric‘ has yet to be
determined. Based on nuances and differences in usage that RAMP identified in the
literature, the following distinctions can be made between metrics, measures, standards, and
indicators. Metrics are purely quantitative. Indicators, standards and measures can be
quantitative or quantitative. Standards are unique because the word implies a minimum or
maximum acceptable level or condition. Measures, on the other hand, are neutral. Standards
suggest an objective, while indicators and measures are tools for assessment.
Operations analysts have begun to break out MOE into MOE, MOP and MOS, to more
accurately denote the function of each. The Defence Evaluation and Research Agency of the
UK‘s Ministry of Defence comes closest to providing useful terms. It defines MOP as ‗a
measure of capability which is intrinsic to the platform/unit being measured. MOPs tend to
be more objective and easier to measure than MOEs‘. A Measure of Effectiveness, by
contrast, is ‗a measure of capability which depends on the context in which an actor operates.
It should ideally be quantitative with dimensions.‘ Finally, DERA defines a Measure of
Success as ‗Achievement of the end state.‘1 While the first two definitions are expedient, the
third definition, given our thesis, demands some modification. If one accepts the proposition
that the end-state is particular to the actor, a more rigorous definition of MOS would be: the
specific MOP identified by the [international] actor as that level of performance deemed
sufficient for an actor to end its role, i.e., to hand off responsibilities and exit.
Examples from the literature highlight the nuances of the distinctions between each
measure. Most peace operations task matrices include a task that is analogous to the PCR task
‗Control weapons flows.‘ One study on MOOTW associates the MMSI ―# of weapons
confiscated from belligerents by PK forces‖ and ―# of belligerent weapons stored in
cantonment‖ with this task. By the RAMP definition adopted from DERA, these are not
MOE but ‗things to be counted.‘ The MMSI ―% increase/decrease in # of weapons
confiscated from belligerents‖ provides more information. Such a MMSI is a Measure of
Performance, but not yet a Measure of Success. To qualify as a measure of success, the
objective of the task must be a factor. Thus a relevant MOE might be ―% increase/decrease in
weapons-related casualties among the belligerent parties.‖ The associated Measure of
Success would then be the ratio of the number of weapons-related casualties, to the number
1

DERA presentation, 2-5 February 1999, Ottawa, Canada.
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of weapons-related casualties that the actor responsible for controlling weapons flows
considers a sufficient level for it to consider its objective achieved. A ratio greater than one
would indicate conditions short of success, while a ratio of less one would indicate success.
An alternative MOS would be whether the actor achieved a previously established target
decrease in the number of weapons-related deaths in the population as a whole. The objective
of a particular task plays an important role in determining the appropriate MOE and MOS. If
the objective of controlling weapons flows is not to reduce the number of weapons-related
deaths, but to deny a party to the conflict the revenues generated by arms sales in-country,
then a more appropriate MOE might be ―% increase/decrease in weapons confiscated at
borders‖ and the appropriate MOS would correlate to how closely an actor achieved a target
level in the prevention of arms inflows, or how successfully it manipulated market forces to
drive down the black-market price of weapons.
Each type of measure serves a unique function. MOS are the relevant MMSI for marking
the transition points in post-conflict reconstruction. MOP measure capabilities, for example,
how many guns a peacekeeping unit can seize in a week. MOE are useful for evaluating how
far an actor has progressed from its starting point level. MOS indicate how far an actor is
from its pre-determined and-point or end-state.
Meanwhile, a mistaken conception of the post-conflict environment is that it is an
ecosystem, in which each actor has a distinct role. In fact, different actors have different roles
in different phases. Consequently, transitions are not discontinuities but an integrated
cumulation of subordinate organization task accomplishment or transference. A hand-off is
not one transition; transitions in PCR may require a shift of responsibilities on a task-by-task
basis. MMSI are central to this process because actors need MMSI to make decisions on
mission objectives and completion; MMSI signal completion to an actor, and consequently
the moment to hand off a task.
TRANSITION POINTS AND HAND-OFFS
The answer to the question ―How much is enough?‖ is actor-specific for practical reasons.
Visions of end-state are bounded by national, organizational and project budgets,2 and subject
to the competing agendas of those ready and willing to get involved.
The specification that it is the outsider who defines its end state raises an important issue:
the recipients of international intervention do not decide what is ―sufficient.‖ This is in fact
both practical and appropriate when one is referring to transition points. It is for the
intervener (i.e., outsider) to identify its own capabilities and capacities, and set its own
objectives based on these qualities. The advantage of defining end-states organizationally is
that it allows actors/organizations to generate their project plans and objectives internally.
The foundations of a system for coordinating the various end-states and exit points are
already in place. In most cases, each actor negotiates its own right to be in the area of
2

For elaboration on project budgets as an approach to defining/envisioning ‗end-state‘, see Steve Hanch‘s
Cornwallis VI presentation, ―Anticipating the Future‖ 9 April 2001.
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intervention; military forces negotiate through the UN or the individual government; and
International Organizations negotiate individually or through working partnerships. Thus an
actor is free to development its own agenda and identify its own end-points, present this plan
to the international community via the UN, or to the local parties, at which point that plan
accepted or rejected. The deficiency that exists is in coordinating these varying end-points so
that ―one man‘s end-point is another man‘s entry/starting point.‖
GAPS
The international community has conducted considerable work on measuring the progress of
activities in war-torn societies, including both rigorous data collection and valuable
operations analysis. Yet two major gaps confront the international community before this
work can be put to use. First, there is a perceived dearth that exceeds the actuality. A
common notion among operations analysts is that there is a lack of ―soft‖ mission
effectiveness variables (MMSI) while in fact, a significant body of work exists. Second,
despite this abundance of work regarding MMSI, transitions continue to be problematic
because of the lack of consensus on the appropriate MMSI.
The United States‘ Joint Publication, the Universal Joint Task List is the most
comprehensive matrix of task-MMSI pairings. Studies by the Institute for Defense Analyses
and private companies such as Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) and
DFI International have done studies seeking to expand task-MMSI pairing beyond military
tasks. The ―Normality Indicators‖ developed by NATO NC3A in Bosnia took task-MMSI
pairing a step further, by developing a questionnaire architecture for the assessment of the
270 chosen ―objectives, benchmarks, and indicators.‖3
The civilian community is also addressing the issue of MMSI with energy. Nongovernmental organizations, united under InterAction and other coalitions such as the
SPHERE Project, have established standards. The United States Agency for International
Development has designed an extensive matrix of MMSI in a Handbook of Democracy and
Governance Indicators. The World Bank‘s ―World Development Indicators,‖ statistics
published annually, could be used as a basis for additional MMSI. As actors with
comparative advantage in many of the tasks that currently often fall to the military in postconflict environments, civilian agencies and organizations are much better suited to
identifying certain MMSI than is the military. This material should be used to complement
the MMSI identified by the military community.
Despite the amount of rich material on MMSI, deficiencies remain. RAMP compared the
MMSI associated with various tasks in the PCR task matrix. The comparison revealed that
there are gaps where no MMSI are assigned to a task. In addition, where more than one study
has identified task-MMSI correlations, there is an absence of consensus on what MMSI is
appropriate. The current practice is for international actors to identify their own MMSI.
However smooth transitions without vacuums and without friction, require consensus on the
3

See Stephan B. Fleming, ―Measurement of Post-Conflict Resolution in Bosnia-Herzogovina,‖ Cornwallis VI,
11 April, 2001 and Mike Neighbor‘s Cornwallis VI presentation, ―Campaign Monitoring and Measures of
Success,‖10 April 2001.
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MMSI that signal transition points. An area for further inquiry, therefore, is to reconcile the
various sets of MMSI, and where none exist, to identify appropriate and universally accepted
MMSI for hand-offs.
RAMP has already begun this process by culling out from the literature the useful MMSI
paired to tasks in its PCR task matrix. In doing so, RAMP can identify tasks that lack any
proposed MMSI pairing, and conceptualize potential MMSI for these tasks. The Institute for
Defense Analyses constructed a detailed task matrix for Small Scale Contingencies, linking
SSC tasks to specific military tasks identified in the Universal Joint Task List. The task
corresponding to ―Conduct arms control operations‖,4 coded ST 8.4.4 in the UJTL, is
―Counter Weapon and Technology Proliferation.‖5 The associated ―Measures,‖ as the
publication calls them, refer to advanced weapons technologies, namely nuclear, biological
and chemical (NBC) weapons. The associated MMSI are adaptable to MOOTW where small
arms control is currently the major concern. For example, ―[Percent] change in number of
nuclear powers in the last year‖ might be, in the context of MOOTW, ―Percent
increase/decrease [or ‗change‘] in the number of belligerents possessing weapons.‖
A comparison of the existing material also demonstrates the potential for filling in the
gaps where traditional (i.e., military) MMSI do not exist. The IDA study identifies ―Restore
damaged potable water sources, storage facilities, and distribution systems‖ as part of the
Humanitarian Assistance sector of its task matrix. The task does not have a UJTL code, thus
the UJTL is not a potential source of MMSI for this task. A report by Science Applications
International Corporation (SAIC), ―Measures of Effectiveness for MOOTW,‖6 provides a
corresponding objective, ―Create/rebuild and sustain the foundations of civil society and
commercial services and systems‖ with the Component ―Public Water and Sanitation.‖ It
pairs a number of MMSI to the Objective: ―supply of potable water (over time)‖ and ―% of
people receiving daily water intake needs.‖ For the sake of clarity, one might add ―as
provided by local infrastructure,‖ to distinguish this MMSI from one evaluating the delivery
of relief supplies form the international community. The associated MOE might be ―%
increase/decrease in number of people receiving daily water intake needs‖ and the MOS
would be a measure of how near an actor comes to reaching a previously established target
percentage of the local population. ―Daily water intake needs‖ have been quantitatively
articulated by the SPHERE Standards as 15 l./person/day under certain conditions. The
SPHERE Standards also define ―potable‖ in terms of impurities, and set standards for the
distances between a water source and its consumers.7
Sufficient material exists to provide the foundations for coupling qualitative MMSI to
PCR tasks as well. The PCR task ―Plan and implement elections,‖ articulated as ―Assist in
the conduct of nationwide free and fair elections‖ by IDA,8 has MMSI-task pairings in both
the UJTL and USAID‘s ―Handbook of Democracy and Governance Program Indicators.‖
4

5
6

7

8

Martin Lidy and Samuel H. Packer, ―The United States Military Role in Small Scale Contingencies.‖
Alexandria, VA: Institute for Defense Analyses, August 1999,II-30.
CJCSM 3500.04B, 1 October 1999, p.2-290.
Greg Bozek, Steven Rader, Tom Sanderson, Scott Custer, ―Measures of Effectiveness in Operations Other
Than War.‖ Science Applications International Corporation, 21 January 1999,Appendix IV to Annex I.
The SPHERE Project is the collaborative effort of a group of humanitarian agencies that seeks to improve
international response to disasters, and quality and accountability in humanitarian practice.
Martin Lidy and Samuel H. Packer, ―The United States Military Role in Small Scale Contingencies.‖
Alexandria, VA: Institute for Defense Analyses, August 1999, IV-7
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USAID identifies ―Effective Oversight of Electoral Process‖ an objective result.9 The
associated MMSI are both quantitative and qualitative. To evaluate whether the media plays a
successful role as a watchdog in the electoral process,‖ USAID proposes ―Number of media
outlets providing critical assessments‖ as a quantitative ―Unit of Measurement.‖ The
proposed qualitative unit of measurement is ―Assessment of accuracy of media critiques.‖10
Because the objective of a task determines which MMSI are appropriate to associate with
a task, and since different international actors have different objectives in post-conflict
reconstruction, one of the greatest challenges in establishing a consensus on transition points
will be to agree upon the MMSI to attach to particular tasks. RAMP has already encountered
significant differences in the MMSI that different studies match to the same task. This occurs
for the PCR task ―Provide security for humanitarian aid deliverers.‖ The UJTL, for example,
couples task OP 4.7.1 ―Provide Security Assistance in the Joint Operations Area (JOA)‖ with
the MMSI: ―Personnel from allied nations enrolled in US provided military training,‖ ―% of
valid requests for security assistance met,‖ and ―days to respond to request for security
assistance.‖ For the task ―Protect humanitarian assistance,‖ the SAIC study on MOOTW
proposes MMSI that focus on the outcome: % humanitarian assistance convoys that move
unimpeded from supply point to distribution point, # incidents at distribution points/facilities,
and # incidents at refugee camps.11
CONCLUSIONS
Arriving at commonly agreed upon MMSI for transition points is crucial to effective
coordination and smooth hand-offs. Each body of work on MMSI and peace operations offers
valuable material that constitutes a piece of what RAMP envisions as the final product of its
MMSI study. To both fill gaps and resolve inconsistencies between existing MMSI will
require a collaborative effort between civilian and military governmental and nongovernmental actors. Further study should therefore involve the input of all these parties. The
result of a universally accepted framework with compatible MMSI will enable better
organized post-conflict reconstruction efforts, efficiently mobilized resources, and
coordinated operations on the ground. Ultimately, it will enable the international community
to set conflict-affected states on the road to persistent peace.
DISCLAIMER
Many of the ideas in the PCR framework are the product of on-going work at RAMP, in
conjunction with its partner on the Post-conflict Reconstruction Project, the Center for
Strategic and International Studies. The ideas contained in this paper do not necessarily
reflect the positions of the Association of the U. S. Army or the Center for Strategic and
International Studies.
9

USAID Handbook of Democracy and Governance Program Indicators, Washington, D.C.: Management
Systems International, August 1998, p.64.
10
ibid, p.91
11
Greg Bozek, Steven Rader, Tom Sanderson, Scott Custer, ―Measures of Effectiveness in Operations Other
Than War.‖ Science Applications International Corporation, 21 January 1999,Appendix IV to Annex I.
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ANNEX A
POST-CONFLICT RECONSTRUCTION FRAMEWORK: SECURITY
CREATE SPACE
Goal: Stop the killing
Gather data/intelligence
--Ensure up-todatetransportation/communicati
ons information is available
--Plan and direct intelligence
activities
--Observe and report on
developments in the area of
operation
--Perform fact finding missions
--Gather information on threats to
deployment of forces
Analyze data/intelligence
--Prioritize intelligence issues
--Determine the impact of threat
activity on deployment and
operations
--Examine potential threats at
departure, en route, and at
arrival locations
--Assess political/economic/social
conditions
Disseminate data/intelligence
--Provide information to
appropriate actors in theater of
operations and to deploying
forces
--Provide intelligence support to
deployed forces
--Establish information
management systems
--Coordinate intelligence sharing
among all elements of security
forces
Assess security needs for
transformation phase
--Analyze security problems
affecting mission
-- Establish criteria for departure
of international forces
--Develop a strategic plan to
integrate security operations
with well-being and justice
efforts
--Define security requirements
Establish mandate for international

TRANSFORMATION
Goal: Establish a safe and
secure environment
Establish local information
network to support peace
operations
--Develop indigenous intelligence
capacity

STABILIZATION
Goal: Develop legitimate and
stable security institutions
Transfer intelligence function to
indigenous forces

Update intelligence

Review progress toward goals

Assess security needs for
stabilization phase

Reassess mandate for international

Reassess mandate for international
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security forces
--Maintain transparency of
military mandate, missions,
intentions, and techniques to all
parties of the peace process
--Negotiate a status of forces
agreement with host nation
--Establish rules of engagement
Set goals and objectives for
security forces
--Develop security goals for force
based on mandate
--Ensure troops understand
objectives of operation
Acquire, allocate forces
--Facilitate contact among troop
contributors and donor states
Mobilize and prioritize resources
for
security tasks
--Provide financing for
deployment of security forces
--Assign logistics support
responsibilities
--Coordinate contributions from
member states
--Provide transportation assets
--Report preconditions and
operational requirements for
international relief assistance
--Plan logistics support structure
for security forces
Deploy forces
--Integrate deployment systems
--Move forces from port of
embarkation to port of
debarkation
--Provide transportation for forces
--Plan for deployment of forces
Conduct simulations, exercises
and rehearsals
--Ensure military personnel have
an understanding of the
customs, cultures, religious
practices, political situation, and
historical background of the
situation and population
--Conduct staff rehearsal for
deployment
Prepare national peacekeeping
contingents for deployment to
PKO
--Establish common operating
procedures
--Provide training
--Provide quality control checks
on contingents deploying to
PKO

security forces

Review progress toward goals

security forces

Review progress toward goals to
prepare for handoff to
indigenous forces

Provide logistics and financial
support to security forces
--Develop indigenous support
capacity that promotes support
for peace

Prepare and conduct redeployment
or withdrawal of personnel and
equipment from recipient
country

Provide in-theater training to PK
forces

Collect and disseminate lessons
learned and best practices
among PK forces

Analyze international response to
the
Conflict and examine lessons
learned and best practices
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--Train international staff
Train humanitarian personnel on
security procedures prior to
deployment
Establish coordination in the
theater of operations among
civilian and military actors
--Establish unity of command and
control of security operations
--Provide logistics,
communications, and mobility
to outside actors
Establish coordination among
national (USG) governmental
agencies
--Identify the points at which
organizations involved should
interface
Coordinate activities of
international actors (states,
IGO‘s, NGO‘s, UN.)
--Designate lead agency
--Establish coordination among
international organizations
--Identify the points at which
organizations involved should
interface
Control belligerent groups
--Separate belligerents
--Supervise disengagement and
withdrawal of belligerent forces
after ceasefire

Create safe and secure
environment for peace process
-- Establish ceasefire
--Remove residual threats
(belligerents and holdouts)
--Release or incarcerate captured
belligerents
--Establish and maintain secure
working conditions for the relief
agencies
--Coordinate security activities
with indigenous forces
--Present a show of force to
dissuade potential aggressors
--Conduct counterinsurgency
operations
--Provide security for peace
monitors/observers
--Provide security for negotiations
among belligerents
-- Develop confidence building
measures with belligerents

Provide security awareness
training to aid workers in theater

Demobilize belligerent forces
--Disarm belligerents IAW peace
plan
--Gather belligerents into
demobilization sites
--Provide job training and
employment for demobilized
personnel
Maintain cessation of hostilities
--Establish control/buffer zones
--Investigate complaints and
alleged breaches of agreements
--Separate the civilian population
from soldiers and
militia
--Supervise truces and ceasefires
--Provide military support to civil
authorities
--Enforce the security terms of the
peace plan
--Support/enforce territorial
adjustments directed in peace
plan
--Support/enforce political terms
of peace plan
--Support/enforce economic terms
of peace plan
--Initiate confidence building
measures with belligerents

Reintegrate belligerent forces into
society
--Provide education to support
integration
--Provide support to reintegration
programs

Turn security responsibilities over
to indigenous forces
--Support and sustain confidence
building measures
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Evacuate non-combatants
--Perform search and rescue
operations
-- Perform hostage rescue
operations

Support exchange of POW,
civilians human remains

Protect vulnerable elements of
population (host country
civilians, refugees/IDPs)
--Assist refugees in avoiding
forced returns by local
authorities
--Ensure aid workers and security
forces have access to
endangered populations
--Secure and maintain order in
refugee camps
--Establish protected zones for
endangered population
Establish civil law and order
--Provide intelligence support for
civil law and order during
contingency operations
--Provide law, order, and stability
until local authority can be
re-established
--Establish public order and quell
public disturbances
--Prevent looting and destruction
of private property
Assess professionalism and
capabilities of police
Plan for the reorganization and
transformation of the police
--Develop recruitment practices
that promote more
representative security forces
--Develop training programs for
police forces
--Evaluate existing police resource
and capabilities
Deploy police monitors

Secure and expand protected
zones

Secure strategically important sites

Protect commercial and civil
installations

Improve security in rural areas
Establish arms control regimes
--Restrict deployment of heavy
weapons
--Control weapons flows
--Identify international arms
merchants and their activities in
order to help control the flow of
illicit arms
--Establish weapons control zones

Maintain civil law and order
--Design and implement civic
education program for
law and order and public security
--Provide information
management support for civil
law and order during
contingency operations
--Arrest criminals
--Enforce public order

Transfer public security
responsibility to indigenous
civilian police

Professionalize police
--Equip police forces
-- Prevent interference from
outside parties
--Select and recruit future police
service
--Train police forces
--Promote respect for citizens
Maintain police monitors

Enforce arms control regime
--Reduce availability of
unauthorized weapons
--Gain control of heavy weapons
--Enforce sanctions against
unauthorized weapons providers

Transfer police monitoring to
indigenous population
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Establish border controls
--Prevent arms smuggling
--Interdict contraband smuggling

Establish indigenous capacity to
control border
--Create capacity to interdict
contraband smuggling
--Create capacity to interdict arms
smuggling

Conduct emergency de-mining
--Mark mine fields
--Identify and coordinate
emergency requirements
--Establish priorities and conduct
demining operations
--Survey mined areas
Open lines of communication and
transportation to ensure freedom
of movement for security forces
and aid deliverers
--Establish airspace control
measures
--Negotiate with the parties to
promote freedom of movement
of population
--Ensure freedom of navigation
and overflight
--Protect shipping and air
operations
--Establish and disseminate rules
relevant to movement in/out
thru theater
Control movement of belligerent
forces and civilian population
--Dismantle
belligerents‘
roadblocks
--Establish checkpoints and
movement control mechanisms
--Control air movement ( e.g. air
exclusion zone/no-fly zone) or
overland movement
--Establish curfew
Provide security for aid deliverers
Establish favorable relations
between international security
forces and local communities

Initiate large-scale de-mining
operations
--Promote mine awareness
--Train indigenous elements in
demining
--Equip indigenous forces for
demining
Ensure freedom of movement for
population and international
elements

Assess the condition of indigenous
national security institutions

Plan for the reorganization and
transformation of the military

Complete de-mining program

Establish non-offensive force
structures and deployments

Maintain favorable relations
between international security
forces and local communities
--Promote understanding of
peacebuilding efforts
Plan, assist, and monitor the
rebuilding of national security
institutions
--Promote civilian control of
military
--Support use of force policies
based on rule of law

Maintain favorable relations
between international security
forces and local communities

Professionalize indigenous
military forces
--Provide security assistance to
military forces

Begin to withdraw international
security forces
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--Train indigenous military
--Establish military-to-military
programs with the host country
forces
Assess professionalism and
capabilities of military forces

POST-CONFLICT RECONSTRUCTION FRAMEWORK: WELL-BEING
CREATE SPACE
Goal: Stop the dying

TRANSFORMATION
Goal: Restore essential services

Set goals and objectives
--Assist indigenous government
authorities to prepare emergency
contingency plans to facilitate the
delivery of humanitarian assistance
Assess economic recovery, and
development needs and assets
Identify strategic development
resources
--Verify that resources are
available to achieve infrastructure
and economic restoration
objectives
--Issue interagency appeals for
funding assistance

Reassess goals and objectives
--Review progress towards goals

Assess emergency humanitarian
needs
--Negotiate with the belligerents to
monitor the conditions of
minorities at risk
Disseminate information on the
crisis to audiences outside the
region
Develop humanitarian aid and
economic development plans for
transformation phase
Identify vulnerable elements of the
population

Provide humanitarian aid to in
place population
--Coordinate policies, review interorganizational roles and
responsibilities
--Ensure access to airports, road
and ports for humanitarian workers
--Build administrative structure for

Develop a plan to restore and
develop economy
Mobilize and allocate resources for
economic reconstruction and
development
--Develop criteria for aid
conditionality
--Monitor status of contributions
--Develop funding capacity for longterm institution
building
--Secure international recovery
credits
--Coordinate economic aid

Develop humanitarian aid and
economic development plans for
stabilization phase
Provide humanitarian support to
protected zones
--Monitor current and evolving
logistics capabilities
Strengthen private sector
--Restore ownership of private
property
--Rebuild wage and business
standards systems
--Establish management-labor
dispute mechanisms
--Develop worker health and safety

STABILIZATION
Goal: Restart economic base and
initiate a sustainable development
program
Reassess goals and objectives

Provide financial support for
development and economic
recovery
--Restructure/reschedule debt
--Secure World Bank recovery
credits
--Promote Foreign Direct
Investment

Promote sustainable development
--Establish programs to avoid
economic shocks due to withdrawal
of peacekeeping forces
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aid delivery
--Deliver food, water and medicine
--Identify
and
disseminate
information on victims
--Preposition humanitarian relief
stocks
--Provide emergency shelter
--Provide medical assistance
--Provide shelter

Provide humanitarian relief to
refugees and IDP
--Provide shelter to refugees and
IDP
--Provide food, water, medicine to
refugees and IDP
--Provide information to refugees
and IDP
--Establish system of refugee and
IDP registration
Provide emergency public services
--Provide emergency contracting
support
--Provide power to critical
customers
--Provide critical communication
capability
--Provide emergency health
services
--Provide emergency sanitation and
waste disposal services
--Dispose of human remains and
provide graves registration
Assess damage to infrastructure
--Assess damage to the
transportation system
--Assess damage to power
generation systems
--Assess damage to sanitation and
waste disposal systems
--Assess damage to communication
systems

Plan for restoration of the physical
infrastructure

programs
--Develop employee service
benefits and social insurance
programs
--Establish/Rebuild employment
support systems
--Transition from humanitarian aid
to development assistance
--Establish legal framework
(Property rights, contracts) to
promote economic activity

Restore critical infrastructure
-- Restore facilities for power
generation and
transmission
--Restore sanitation and waste
disposal systems
--Restore communications systems
--Restore damaged potable water
sources, storage facilities, and
distribution systems
--Restore transportation systems
--Restore/establish health services

Rebuild/expand infrastructure to
promote economic development
and conflict prevention
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Plan return of refugees and IDPs.
--Track population movements
--Locate displaced persons and
reunite them with their families

Assess indigenous capabilities for
civil administration

Establish interim civil
administration
--Recruit and deploy administrators
--Provide support for
administrators
Assess condition of government
revenues and expenditures
--Assess benefits and costs of
―black market‖ economy
--Plan tax system
Assess needs for reconstitution of
the
education system
--Determine availability of
teachers/administrators
--Determine availability of
educating materials
--Determine availability of school
structures
--Assess discrimination in
education opportunity (against
women, minorities)
Plan for the reconstitution of the
education system
--Plan research, training, and
programming projects for early
childhood education and family
education
--Design a program for the
development of education
--Mobilize resources

Begin repatriation of refugees
--Facilitate repatriation of refugees
and support reintegration into their
country of origin
--Facilitate integration of refugees
in a country of asylum
--Facilitate return of IDPs to their
place of origin, or relocate
--Monitor the return of refugees
and displaced persons
--Build capacity to relocate
refugees and displaced persons
--Reunite displaced persons with
families
Reconstitute the civil
administration system
--Identify and train administrators
--Build and open administrative
facilities
-- Support civil administration
activities

Continue Repatriation

Hand off of civil administration
responsibilities to indigenous
authorities

Restore/Establish equitable and
effective tax systems
--Establish customs duties
collection

Reconstitute the education system
--Train teachers
--Build and open schools
--Conduct literacy campaigns
--Develop human resource
development programs such as job
training
--Reduce discrimination in access
to education
--Facilitate access to education for
people with special educational
needs
--Identify innovations and progress
achieved in the following areas:
teaching training, decentralization

Restore/Establish equitable and
effective tax systems
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Prevent epidemics
--Initiate vaccination programs

Reopen local markets

Assess environmental damage

of school management, and
assessment
--Develop and distribute
curriculum that promotes
reconciliation
Continue vaccination programs
Rehabilitate agriculture system
--Reestablish food production
-- Support land reform efforts
Expand market activity
--Mobilize domestic and foreign
investment that promotes
reconciliation and cooperation
among indigenous groups
--Reform policy to advance
development
--(Re)establish intra-state and
interstate trade
--Foster economic
integration/cooperation
Contain and repair environmental
damage

POST-CONFLICT RECONSTRUCTION FRAMEWORK: JUSTICE
CREATE SPACE
Goal: Eliminate extra-judicial
killing
Gather and analyze data/intelligence
on justice concerns
Disseminate data/intelligence to
actors in the region
Assess needs for political/social
stability
--Engage recipient country politicians
in needs assessment
--Assess human rights and social
development needs
Set justice goals and objectives

Develop plans for political/social
transformation
--Develop plans for improving human
rights and social development
Gather information on human rights
situation, develop programs to
improve human rights and social
justice

TRANSFORMATION
Goal: Establish accountability
and initiate political processes

STABILIZATION
Goal: Transition to indigenous
justice system and strengthen
political institutions

Analyze the international
response to crisis and examine
lessons learned

Reassess goals and objectives
--Review progress towards justice
goals
Promote development of
indigenous human rights and
social development
organizations
Promote adherence to international
human rights standards.
--Promote adherence by indigenous
security institutions to human
rights standards
--Promote adherence by indigenous
justice officials to human rights

Reassess goals and objectives

Hand-off human rights and
social development
responsibilities to indigenous
institutions.
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standards
--Promote adherence by
international actors to human
rights standards
Plan,
coordinate,
and
initiate
international sanctions to bring
about
compliance
with
international law
--Offset any adverse effects of
sanctions on poorer nations
Develop political framework for the
peace process
Support political negotiations among
belligerents
--Address factions‘ competing
interests
--Establish effective communications
with regional and local leaders
--Deploy military observers/peace
monitors
--Ensure that negotiators understand
the scope and latitude of their
authority
--Promote/support
mediation/arbitration among
belligerents
--Provide mediators/arbitrators as
needed
--Provide forum for negotiation, if
needed
Assess needs for reconstruction of the
judicial/legal system

Mobilize and prioritize resources to
support reconstruction of judicial
system
--Help finance establishment of
courts
--Provide security to local authorities
and court officers in
developing a judicial system
--Hire and deploy prosecutors,
investigators, and other seconded
personnel
Promote public information and
education

Establish transparent judicial
system
--Support judicial reform
--Rebuild criminal courts
--Support development of national
and local legal framework/laws
--Rebuild judicial administration
--Rebuild appeals and judicial
review process
--Reconstitute penal system
--Train officers of the court
--Establish transparent budget for
judicial system
--Provide legal protection to
minorities

Disseminate public information
Develop mass media channels for

Establish/promote free and open
press
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--Gain
control
of
local
communications media
--Stop hate radio and television
--Use mass media channels to reach
the indigenous population and
explain international actors‘
intentions
Establish interim political authority
--Establish interim legal framework

Develop plans for the construction of
a democratic government
--Assist indigenous government to
develop appropriate laws,
regulations, and institutional
procedures to enable legislative
oversight

Gather and analyze intelligence on
war crimes and human rights
violations
Disseminate intelligence on war
crimes to local and international
authorities
Assess indigenous capacity to address
war crimes

Locate missing persons

promotion of open pubic
information-- Inform public
concerning peace building
activities

Begin the transfer of political
authority to locals
Plan and implement elections
--Recruit, train, deploy, and pay
polling staff, equip all voting
stations
--Provide necessary logistics
support for the elections process
--Provide technical assistance for
election administrators including
the provision of analysis, advice
equipment or training.
--Provide security for elections
-- Monitor elections
-- Ensure voter access to
election/political information
Reconstitute political processes
--Reform and rehabilitate political
institutions
--Reduce corruption
--Redefine and reorient relations
between political authority and
citizens
--Promote constitutional reform
--Build political parties
--Institute checks and balances to
protect and promote rights of
minorities
--Support indigenous political
activities promoting democracy
--Promote elimination of structural
discrimination/promote equality
of opportunity
--Promote understanding of
democratic institution building
Identify, indict, and arrest parties
suspected of war crimes

Develop indigenous capacity to
address war crimes.
--Train indigenous police to
investigate war crimes
--Provide responses to conduct war
crimes investigation
--Monitor war crimes prosecution
--Adjudicate war crimes
Reunite missing persons with
families

--Promote alternative
information and
communication sources
--Promote radio/television
support of peace
--Promote freedom of speech

Promote transparency and
accountability in public
administration
--Educate political leaders on
leadership and management

Promote transparency and
accountability in government
spending

Prosecute war criminals
--Incarcerate guilty parties
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Remediate grievances and promote
reconciliation
mechanisms
--Compensate victims
--Provide training on conflict
management/resolution
--Initiate/Promote local dispute
resolution
Assess condition of civil society/
culture
--Assess role of women in culture and
potential as force for reconciliation
--Assess role of religion in culture and
potential as force for reconciliation
--Assess damage to critical religious
structures

Promote peaceful resolution of
renewed tension or conflict.
--Address tension between
reconciliation and accountability
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Encourage inter-group
partnerships and community
building.

Support reconstitution/development
of key elements of civil society
--Provide training and resources to
civil society organizations
--Aid development of women‘s
groups that promote peace and
reconciliation
--Restore religious institutions and
assist moderate religious
elements to promote
reconciliation
--Support inter-group civic
organizations
--Protect historic symbols and sites
--Restore art/culture/recreation
institutions/capacity
--Promote sectoral reforms
--Restore critical religious
structures
Address post-conflict trauma
problems

ANNEX B GLOSSARY OF FIELDS: (IN ORDER
OF THEIR APPEARANCE IN THE DATABASE)
TASKS TAB


Issue Area: A matrix field for one of three parameters: Security, Well-being,
Justice



Level: A matrix field for one of two parameters: Strategic, Operational



Phase: A matrix field for one of three parameters: Create-Space,
Transformation, Stabilization



Task: Main element of the PCR framework: A pre-defined unit of action,
paraphrasing an activity described by the author of a publication. This is the
central focus of each record in the database.



Noun: The subject or subjects of the task.



Verb: The central action of the task.
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Subtask: Sub-unit of action in the framework. Which subtasks fit under which
tasks is pre-defined by the task matrix.



Task descriptor: is the expanded articulation of the task.



Normalization Metric: Quantitative measurement of how well a task was
performed, when such references exist in the literature.
ACTORS TAB



Who: Actors who performed the task.
ACTIVITY TAB



What: The description of the task performed.



Where: Geographic area where the task was performed



How: Describes the method used to perform the task.



When: General time period in which the task was performed. (Ex. spring
1999.)



Coordinating Mechanism: Mechanism that coordinated activity between the
different actors involved in performing the task. (Ex. a CMOC.)



Security: To what extent was the area secure? Enter a brief description



Political: How did the local political environment affect the activity?



Economic: Describe the economic environment in which the activity was
performed



Social: Describe the social conditions in which the activity took place



Health: Describe the health of the people in the area where the task was
performed



Additional Information: Page number where the condition is described in the
document

ASSESSMENTS TAB
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Assessment: How the author assessed the success or performance of the task.
If the author did not assess the task, leave the assessment ―neutral.‖



Timing: The effect of timing on the activity/task, i.e. how, by the author‘s
assessment, timing was a factor that determined how well the task was
performed.



Resources: The effect of the amount or quality of the resources allocated how,
by the author‘s assessment, resourcing was a factor that determined how well
the task was performed.



Authority: Addresses the question: Did the actors conducting the task have the
proper authority? i.e. how, by the author‘s assessment, authority was a factor
that determined how well the task was performed.



Coordination: How well was the activity coordinated? I.e. how, by the
author‘s assessment, coordination was a factor that determined how well the
task was performed. Enter a brief description.



Other: Did another factor (s) affect the activity? What and how?

•

Recommendation: If the task is a recommendation, enter the author‘s
recommendation here.
THE PCR MS ACCESS DATABASE SYSTEM

The following Figures 1 to 6 are screen captures of the MS Access database software.
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Figure 1: A screen capture of the MS Access database software.

Figure 2: A screen capture of the MS Access database software.
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Figure 3: A screen capture of the MS Access database software.

Figure 4: A screen capture of the MS Access database software.
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Figure 5: A screen capture of the MS Access database software.
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Figure 7: A screen capture of the MS Access database software.
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